Darren Brownlee
Mr. Brownlee is the Senior Division Chair, Education of Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville, Fl., and serves as
Secretary, Operations Coordinating Group (OCG), Mayo Clinic and Instructor, Health Care Administration,
Mayo Clinic College of Medicine. Darren has been a member and in service of NAHSE since 2012.
Darren has served NAHSE in the following capacity over the years:
NAHSE National Parliamentarian (2017 – 2019)
NAHSE Baltimore Chapter President (2015 – 2017)
NAHSE Men’s Forum Co-Chair (2016 – 2018)
NAHSE Young Professional Forum Committee Co-Chair (2014 – 2015)
Statement of Personal Goals for NAHSE
Background
I have been afforded the opportunity to learn and lead as some of the best institutions in the world,
equipping me with operational expertise, differentiated skills in talent management (coaching,
mentoring, recruiting), and an aspirational/strategic vision of the transformation that is both possible
and necessary in healthcare. In addition to an extensive foundation of executive leadership, I bring
diverse capabilities spanning academia (doctoral studies), research (instructor appointment), and
community advocacy (health equity change agent) that uniquely positions me to serve effectively. I have
passionately served in NAHSE for almost a decade, in various capacities as a Chapter President, Annual
Educational Conference Committee Chair, National Parliamentarian, NAHSE Board Member, Chapter
Advisor and Site Liaison for multiple NAHSE chapters and healthcare organizations.
Core Goals
To take NAHSE to the next level, positioned for transformative enhancement and innovation, we must
have great sustainability and viability aligned with our governance model. Additionally, we must align in
the direction of the National Office, complete the transition to our new operational and governance
structure, provide transparent oversight and direction, and key collaboration with similar professional
organizations. Serving in the capacity of Parliamentarian, I would have goals including but not limited to:
●

●

●

Structure and Order; Maintaining governance and due order within the scope of parliamentary
procedures to insure proper and expeditious use of the executive board’s time. Serving with
great purpose and commitment towards shaping health policy, with the hope of positively
influencing and sustaining the future of our Association.
Chapter Alignment; Utilizing some of the best minds and chapters across our nation to ensure all
by-laws are consistent, providing transparent and organized structure. Recruiting, retaining,
promoting, and engaging our executives, fortifying our pipeline of executives from early careerist
to senior executives.
Connectivity; Strengthening ties to our surrounding communities, developing and/or enhancing
relationships with selected high-performing institutions or programs with a track record of
developing executive talent and expertise.

●

Driving Innovation; Respecting the value of our history, while also, welcoming our future,
encouraging our executives to advance, just as our healthcare ecosystem has. Sustaining virtual
pathways, while balancing in-person activity, enhancing mentorship and opportunities to
advance leadership.

As NAHSE has afforded me so much opportunity, I consider it my honor and privilege to “pay it forward”
with the hopes of providing similar and better opportunities for many others. I am passionate about
harnessing my strengths to further integrate NAHSE into our healthcare industry and provide great
expertise in our bylaws.

